PROVIDENCE TO HAVE TRAINING TO COURSES

The opening of a new school year there is some
consideration on the part of the faculty as to how soon the new
year's work will be introduced to serious spirit
of interest and enthusiasm. If ever before in a man's school life this
spirit should make itself manifest it is this year. It is not
even brought out in the first few weeks, but in saying that we at the Institute are a privi-
ileged few. If we are going to let the older young men of the na-
tion in a sort of fight over our free time until we go out into the
worlds in art then it is the very least we can do to start in this year's
work with the idea that we are going to make the greatest effort to fit
our students mentally and physically to take our places in the fighting
line. Let there be no evidences of childish indifference, of blunting
and procrastination. In short the petty vices students are addicted
to have no place in the class room when the nation is at war. Our
time is not our own to squander and fiddle as we will. A man who
has if he has the most of his best and his course of his work as possible is a slacker and does not deserve the right to say that he is even of potential help in winning the
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